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v (57) Abstract: A disclosed facial recognition system (and method) includes face parsing. In one approach, the face parsing is based

o on hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural network (HIM) to identify locations and/or footprints of components of a
face image. The HIM generates multiple levels of image patches from different resolution images of the face image, where image
patches for different levels have different resolutions. Moreover, the HIM integrates the image patches for different levels to gener

o ate interlinked image patches for different levels, where interlinked image patches for different levels have different resolutions. Fur
thermore, the HIM combines the interlinked image patches to identify refined locations and/or footprints of components.



HIERARCfflCAL INTERLINKED MULTI-SCALE CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK FOR FMAGE

PARSING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to image processing and, more particularly, to parsing an image

into components.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

Image parsing is the task of labeling an image to a list of components (or parts).Image parsing is a

fundamental problem in computer vision. For image parsing, landmark extraction (or landmarking) or

segmentation is commonly employed. Landmark extraction is used to locate components and

segmentation is used to obtainfootprintsor shapes of the components. Image parsing of a face image

is challenging, because landmark points obtained from the landmark extraction may not be well-

defined and it may be difficult to encode uncertainty in landmarks (e.g., nose ridge). Additionally,

image parsing is challenging because face parts are deformable.

The outcomes of landmark extraction and segmentation depend on scales of information. A local

appearance in a lower (i.e., finer) scale provides a precise contour of a component, and a global

characteristic in a higher (i.e., coarser) scale provides an appearance likelihood or whereabouts of the

component. Hence, integration of multiscale information enables accurate parsing of images.

Thus, there is a need for good approaches to performing image parsingby efficiently utilizing

information present in different scales.

SUMMARY

The present invention overcomes the limitations of the prior art by employing a framework for

performing image parsing. In one approach, the framework is based on a structure of hierarchical

interlinked multiscale convolutional neural network (HFM) for locating and/or segmenting components

of an image. The fflM enables integration of data at different scales(i.e., resolutions) in any direction

for better use of data in each scale.



One aspect concerns a system for performing image parsing of an image. In one example, the

system is used in face recognition by parsing a face image.The system includes HIM for locating

and/or generating footprints of the components from the image. The HIM effectively integrates

information in different scales (i.e., resolutions).

In one architecture, a HIM includes a level generator, an interlinked combiner and an aggregator.

The level generator receives an image and generates N levels of image patches from the image.

Preferably, N>2, and the image patches for different levels n have different resolutions R(n). The

image patches for a level n are generated from the image resampled to resolution R(n). In an example

implementation, the level generator generates more image patches for levels n with lower resolutions

R(n).

The interlinked combiner receives the N levels of image patches from the level generator and

generates M levels of interlinked image patches from the N levels of image patches, where preferably

2<M<N. The interlinked image patches for different levels m have different resolutions R(m) and the

interlinked image patches for a level m are generated from an input group m of image patches. The

input group m of image patches include (i) image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m), and (ii) image

patches from one or more levels n with R(n)≠R(m) where such image patches have been resampled to

resolution R(m).

The aggregator locates the components by combining the M levels of interlinked image patches.In

an example implementation, the aggregator receives the M levels of interlinked image patches and

generates L levels of output image patches, where L<M. The output image patches for different

levels 1have different resolutions R(l), where each R(l) corresponds to one of the R(m). The output

image patches for a level 1are generated from an input group 1of image patches comprising (i)

interlinked image patches from level m with R(m)=R(l), and (ii) output image patches from one or

more levels with resolution less than R(l), where such output image patches have been resampled to

resolution R(l).

Another aspect concerns a second stage of hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural

networks configured to receive the component locations produced by the HIM. Each hierarchical

interlinked multiscale convolutional neural network in the second stage is configured to obtain a

refined location and/or footprint of one of said components.



Other aspects include components, devices, systems, improvements, methods, processes,

applications and other technologies related to the foregoing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention has other advantages and features which will be more readily apparent from the

following detailed description of the invention and the appended claims, when taken in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of a face recognition system.

Figure 2 is a diagram of a face parsing module.

Figure 3 is a diagram of an example process of parsing an input image by the face parsing module.

Figure 4 is a diagram of an example architecture of a hierarchical interlinked multiscale

convolutional neural network (HTM).

Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a method of parsing a face image.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram of a method of identifying locations or footprints of face parts.

Figure 7 illustrates original images and processed images with identified face parts for comparison,

according to one embodiment.

Figure 8 illustrates images with identified face parts obtained by various methods.

Figure 9 illustrates face images with identified face parts obtained by various methods with

conventional landmarking.

Figure 10 illustrates face images with identified face parts obtained by the face parsing module.

The figures depict embodiments of the present invention for purposes of illustration only. One

skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following discussion that altemative embodiments of

the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles of

the invention described herein.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The figures and the following description relate to preferred embodiments by way of illustration

only. It should be noted that from the following discussion, alternative embodiments of the structures

and methods disclosed herein will be readily recognized as viable alternatives that may be employed

without departing from the principles of what is claimed.

A disclosed facial recognition system (and method) includes face parsing. In one approach, the

face parsing is based on hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural network (HFM)

toidentify locations and/or footprints of components of a face image. The HFM generates multiple

levels of image patches from different resolution images of the face image, where image patches for

different levels have different resolutions. Moreover, the HFM integrates the image patches for

different levels to generate interlinked image patches from different levels having different resolutions.

Furthermore, the HFM combines the interlinked image patches to identify locations and/or footprints of

the components.

Face Recognition Overview

Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of a face recognition system 100, according to one embodiment.

The face recognition system 100 receives aninput image 1lOand tries to recognize the face (i.e.,

associate the face with a specific individual). The face recognition system 100 from the input image

110 identifies components (e.g., face parts) including, but not limited to, eyes, eyebrows, a nose, and a

mouth. The face recognition system 100 performs analysis to generate a metric 150 based on the

identified components. The metric 150 may indicate characteristics of identified components or an

individual in the input image 110.

The face recognition system 100 includes a face parsing module 120, ananalysis module 130, and a

processor 140. Each of the modules may be embodied as hardware, software, firmware, or a

combination thereof. Together, these modules perform face parsing to analyze the subject in the input

image 110.

The face parsing module 1 0 receives the input image 110 as an input and identifies locations

and/or footprints of components of the input image 110. In one approach, the face parsing module

120 implements hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural network (HFM). The HFM



obtains image patches in different resolutions (i.e., scales) from the input image 110, and integrates the

image patches by using neural networks in the HIM. In addition, the face parsing module 1 0

generates an indication of the locations and/or footprints of the identified components.

The analysis module 130 performs analysis on the identified components from the face parsing

module 120. In one aspect, the analysis module 130 determines whether a subject in the input image

110 and a subject in a reference face image (not shown) match.The analysis module 130 may obtain

characteristics of the identified components, and compare the identified components with

corresponding components in the reference face image. The face recognition system 100 may have a

large database of reference face images for different individuals and may compare the input image 110

to many different reference face images in order to identify the individual for the input image

110.Further, the analysis module 130 generates a metric 150 on whether the input images 110 belong to

the same subject (person) based on the representations of the input images 110.

The processor 140 executes instructions to perform face recognition on the face recognition system

100. The processor 140 receives instructions from memory (not shown), or external circuitry. The

instructions may also reside, completely or at least partially, within the processor 140 (e.g., within a

processor's cache memory). According to the instructions, the processor 140 transforms or selects a

portion of the input images 110 to provide to the face parsing module 120. In addition, the processor

140 operates the face parsingmodule 120 and the analysis module 130 according to the instructions to

perform functions of the face recognition.

Face parsing

Figure 2 is a diagram of an example face parsing module 120. The face parsing module 120

includes one or more HFMs. The face parsing module 120 trains neural networks in each HFM to

identify locations and/or footprints of components in the input image 110. Each of the HIM

saggregates information in different resolutions to effectively utilize local appearances and global

characteristics of the components.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the face parsing module 120 includes a first image extractor 210,

estimation HFM 220, second image extractor 230, refinement HFM 240 and an output generator 250 in

one implementation. In one embodiment, the face parsing module 120 includes two stages of HFMs:

the estimation HFM 220 and refinement HFM 240. The estimation HFM 220 obtains an estimate of

locations of the components in the input image 110, and the refinement HFM 240 further refines the



identified locations of the components. In other embodiments, the face parsing module 120 may

include only one of the estimation HIM 220 and refinement HIM 240 or include more than two stages

of HIMs in a series or parallel configuration.

The first image extractor 210 receives the input image 110, and generates the face image

2 15 .Preferably, the first image extractor 210 extracts the face image 215 in 64x64 pixels from the input

image, but may extract the face image 215 in other sizes (e.g., 80x80 pixels).

The estimation HIM 220 receives the face image 215 and identifies locations of the face parts.In

one approach, the estimation HIM 220 identifies locations of the face parts including eyebrows, eyes, a

nose, an upper lip, an inner mouth, a lower lip, and background, and generates corresponding binary

label maps225 to indicate locations of the corresponding components. Preferably, the estimation HIM

220 receives the face image 215 in 64x64x3 pixels (where the x3 represents three color channels).In

other embodiments, the estimation HIM 220 may identify more or less number of components. For

example, the estimation HIM 220 may omit the background and generate eight binary label maps

instead.

The second image extractor 230 receives the locations of the face parts and generates

corresponding partial face images. The second image extractor 230 receives the locations of the face

parts in binary label maps 225 from the estimation HIM 220 for extracting partial face images 235A-E,

and 235M. In one implementation, the second image extractor 230 generates each of the partial face

images 235A-Eincluding a left eye, a right eye, a left eyebrow, a right eyebrow, and anose, respectively,

based on its corresponding binary label map 225. Additionally, the second image extractor 230

generates the partial face image 235M including a mouth (including an upper lip, inner mouth, and a

lower lip) based on binary label maps 225 for the upper lip, inner mouth and lower lip. In one

approach, the second image extractor 230 generates the partial face images 235A-E in 64x64 pixels,

and the partial face image 235D in 80x80 pixels. The second image extractor 230 may generate any

number of partial face images 235 in any sizes based on the locations of the face parts. In one

implementation, the first image extractor 210 may be used to perform the function of the second image

extractor 230.

The refinement HIM 240 receives the partial face images 235A and identifies refined locations of

the face parts. In one approach, the refinement HIM 240 identifies refined locations of face parts

including eyebrows, eyes, a nose, an upper lip, an inner mouth, a lower lip, and background, and



generates corresponding refined binary label maps 245A-E, and 245M to indicate locations of the

corresponding components. Each refined binary label map 245 is used to indicate refined locations

and/or footprints of the face parts. The refined locations and/or footprints of the face parts may be

used by the analysis module 130 for performing analysis of the face parts.

In one implementation, the refinement HIM 240 includes four additional Ms 242A-D as a

second stage for refining the locations of the face parts.The additional HIM 242A receives the partial

face image 235A including an eye (e.g., left eye) and generates the refined binary label map245A to

indicate a refined location of the eye. Because eyes are substantially symmetric, the additional HIM

242A also receives the partial face images 235B including the other eye (e.g., right eye) and generates

the refined binary label map 245B to indicate a refined location of the other eye.In one approach, the

additional HIM 242A flips the partial face image 235B for locating the other eye and flips the results to

generate the refined binary label map 245B. The additional HIM 242B similarly identifies refined

locations of the eyebrows and generates the refined binary label maps 245C and 245D for each

eyebrow, based on the partial face image 235C and 235D. Additionally, the additional HIM 242C

receives the partial face image 235E including the nose, and generates the refined binary label map

245E to indicate a refined location of the nose.Moreover, the additional HIM 242D receives the partial

face image 235M including the mouth, and generates the refined binary label map 245M to indicate a

refined location of the mouth including the upper lip, inner mouth and the lower lip. In other

embodiments, the refinement HIM 240 may include any number of additional HIMs.

The output generator 250 receives the refined locations of the face parts, and generates a parsed

output image 255. In one aspect, the output generator 250 overlays the locations of the face

components on the input image 110. The parsed output image 255 may be used by the analysis

module 130 for performing analysis of the input image 110, or provided to a user for display.

Figure 3 is a diagram of an example process of parsing the face image 2 15 using the face parsing

module 120. In this example, the estimation HIM 220 receives the face image 215 in 64x64 pixels

and generates binary label maps 225A-I to identify locations of the face parts including a left eye, right

eye, left eyebrow, right eyebrow, nose, upper lip, inner mouth, lower lip, and a background,

respectively.

Based on the identified locations of the face parts, the second image extractor 230 extracts partial

face images 235 for the face parts. In this example, the second image extractor 230 extracts the partial



face images 235A-E in 64x64 pixels for the left eyebrow, right eyebrow, left eye, right eye, and nose,

respectively.In addition, the second image extractor 230 extracts the partial face image 235M in 80x80

pixels for a mouth including the upper lip, inner mouth, and lower lip.

The refinement HIM 240 receives the partial face images 235, and generates refined binary label

maps 245 to obtain refined locations and/or footprints of the left eyebrow, right eyebrow, left eye, right

eye, nose, and mouth, respectively. The refined binary label maps 245M for the mouth may include

binary label maps of the upper lip, inner mouth, and lower lip.

The output generator 250 receives the refined binary label maps 245, and generates a parsed output

image 255 indicating locations and/or footprints of the identified face parts of the face image 215.

Face parsing

Figure 4 is a diagram of example architecture of estimation HTM 220.The HTM 220 receives an

image as an input and generates one or more label maps of the target area. In one embodiment, the

HFM 220 includes a level generator 410, interlinked combiner 450, and aggregator 480. In one

implementation, the level generator 410 generates N levels of image patches from the face image 215.

The interlinked combiner 450 integrates the image patches in different levels to generate M levels of

interlinked image patches. The aggregator 480 combines the interlinked image patches to generate L

levels of output image patches. Preferably, M=N and L=M-1 . The additional HFMs 242 in the

second stage may have same or similar architecture as the HFM 220. Depending on a supervised

signal, the aggregator 480 may generate different number of outputs or label maps.

The level generator 410 receives the face image 215 and generates N levels of image patches from

the face image 215, where preferably N>2. Each neural network performs down-sampling,

convolution, and nonlinear transformation (e.g., tanh). Different CNN levels typically have different

depth and input size.In one implementation, level n=l has a resolution R(n=l) that is the same as the

resolution of the face image 2 15, and every other level n has a resolution R(n) that is down-sampled by

a constant factor of 2 or less relative to the preceding level n-1 with resolution R(n-l). The level

generator 410 generates more image patches for levels n with lower resolutions R(n). The image

patches for different levels n have different resolutions R(n) and the image patches for a level n are

generated by performing convolution and nonlinear transformation on the image resampled to

resolution R(n).



In the example in Figure 4, N=4 and the different CNN levels are labeled "Level 1" to "Level 4."In

this example, the face image 215 in 64x64 or 80x80 pixels is down-sampled to images 402, 404, and

406 having 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 size,respectively. In addition, different convolution filters and

tanhactivation function areapplied at each level. The input of the convolution of level 1 may be in

RGB. The level generator 410 generates 8 image patches 412 in original scale for level 1, 16 image

patches 414 in 1/2 scale for level 2, 24 image patches 416 in 1/4 scale for level 3, and 32 image patches

418 in 1/8 scale for level 4 .

The interlinked combiner 450 receives N levels of image patches from the level generator 410 and

generates M levels of interlinked image patches from the N levels of image patches, where

preferably2<M<N. The interlinked image patches for different levels m have different resolutions

R(m) and the interlinked image patches for a level m are generated from an input group m of image

patches comprising (i) image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m), and (ii) image patches from one or

more levels n with R(n)≠R(m), where such image patches have been resampled to resolution R(m).

Preferably, interlinked image patches for a level m from an input group m of image patches include (i)

image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m), (ii) image patches, if any, from the level n with the next

higher resolution than R(m), and the level n with the next lower resolution than R(m). The interlinked

combiner 450 generates the interlinked image patches for a level m by performing convolution and

nonlinear transformation on the input group m of image patches.

In one implementationwhere N=M, the interlinked combiner 450 generates the interlinked image

patches for a level m to have the same number of image patches for a level n with R(n)=R(m).In this

embodiment, multiple interlinked combiners 450 may be used in cascade, or the interlinked combiner

450 may be used recursively multiple times.

In the example in Figure 4, N=M=4 and the interlinked combiner 450 generates 4 levels of

interlinked image patches 452, 454, 456, and 458 based on the image patches 412, 414, 416, and 418.

For level m with R(n)=R(m), the interlinked combiner 450 generates same number of image patches

fromlevel n by integrating the image patches from the level n and adjacent levels of the level n as an

input group m of image patches and performing convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input

group m of image patches. For integrating image patches having different resolutions, the interlinked

combiner 450 resamplesthe image patches from a level R(n)≠R(m) to resolution R(m).



For example, to generate the interlinked image patches 452 for level 1, the interlinked combiner

450 combines(or stacks) 8 image patches 412 from level 1 and 16 image patches 414 from level 2 as an

input group 1 of image patches 451 to have 24 image patches. To match the resolution, the

interlinked combiner 450 up-samples the 16 image patches 414 from level 2 to resolution R(m=l).

Additionally, the interlinked combiner 450 performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on the

input group 1 of image patches 451 to generate 8 interlinked image patches 452 for level 1.

Similarly, to generate the interlinked image patches 454 for level 2, the interlinked combiner 450

combines (or stacks) 8 image patches 412 from level 1, 16 image patches 414 from level 2, and 24

image patches from level 3 as an input group 2 of image patches 453 to have 48 image patches. To

match the resolution, the interlinked combiner 450 up-samples 24 image patches 416 from level 3, and

down-samples 8 image patches 412 from level 1 to resolution R(m=2).Additionally, the interlinked

combiner 450 performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group 2 of image

patches 453 to generate 16 interlinked image patches 454 for level 2 .

To generate the interlinked image patches 456 for level 3, the interlinked combiner 450 combines

(or stacks) 16 image patches 414 from level 2, 24 image patches from level 3, and 32 image patches

4 18 from level 4 as an input group 3 of image patches 455 to have 72 image patches. To match the

resolution, the interlinked combiner 450 up-samples 32 image patches 418 from level 4, and down-

samples 16 image patches 414 from level 2 to resolution R(m=3). Additionally, the interlinked

combiner 450 performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group 3 of image

patches 455 to generate 24 interlinked image patches 456 for level 3 .

To generate the interlinked image patches 458for level 4, the interlinked combiner 450 combines

(or stacks) 24 image patches 416 from level 3, and 32 image patches 418 from level 4 as an input group

4 of image patches 457 to have 56 image patches. To match the resolution, the interlinked combiner

450 down-samples 24 image patches 416 from level 3 to resolution R(m=4). Additionally, the

interlinked combiner 450 performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group 4 of

image patches 457 to generate 32 interlinked image patches 458 for level 4 .

The aggregator 480 receives the M levels of interlinked image patches from the interlinked

combiner 450 and generates L levels of output image patches, where L<M. The output image patches

for different levels 1have different resolutions R(l). Each R(l) corresponds to one of the R(m), and the

output image patches 486 for a level 1are generated by performing convolution and nonlinear



transformation on an input group 1of image patches that includes (i) interlinked image patches from

level m with R(m)=R(l), and (ii) output image patches from the level m with next lower resolution than

R(l) where such output image patches have been resampled to resolution R(l). In addition, the

aggregator 480 generates one or morelabel maps 488 to locate the components based on the output

image patches 486 of highest resolution.

In the example in Figure 4, N=M=4m L=3 and the aggregator 480 sequentially combines (or

stacks)interlinked image patches from different levels. First,the aggregator 480 up-samples 32

interlinked image patches 458 from level 4, and combines(or stacks) them with 24 interlinked image

patches 456 from level 3 to form an input group 3 of 56 image patches 481 . The aggregator 480

performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group 3 of the image patches 481 to

generate 24 output image patches 482 for the level 3 .

In addition, the aggregator 480 up-samples the 24 output image patches 482 from the level 3 and

combines (or stacks) them with 16 interlinked image patches 454 from level 2 to form an input group 2

of 40 image patches 483. The aggregator 480 performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on

the input group 2 of the image patches 483 to generate 16 output image patches 484 for the level 2 .

Similarly, the aggregator 480 up-samples the 16 output image patches 484 from the level 2 and

combines (or stacks) them with 8 interlinked image patches 452 from level 1 to form an input group 1

of 24 image patches 485. The aggregator 480 performs convolution and nonlinear transformation on

the input group 1 of the image patches 485 to generate output image patches 486 for the level 1.In one

aspect, the output image patches 486 include 8 output image patches and additional outputimage

patches, preferably twice the number of label maps (e.g., 2*label maps +8). The aggregator 480 also

performs additional convolution on the output image patches 486 from the level 1 to generate binary

label maps 488.

One aspect of the HTM 220 involves performing convolution and nonlinear transformation.

Performing convolution and nonlinear transformationallows deep neural network to fit nonlinear

functions from block of inputs with a deep structure. Denote 2d-input data with Li channels with

Ithe convolution filter " , 2d-output , bias for each output layer B , the convolution and nonlinear

transformation performed by the HTM 220 can be characterized as followed:



For linear convolution used to obtain the binary label maps 488, the tanh operator may be omitted.

In one implementation, identical sizes of input and output is preferred, so the outside of the visible

range of the input is padded with a ring of zeroes ( ' x = 0, for x and youtside the visible range). The

padding shiftpadmay be set to be (R - l)/2, so that output's receptive field is centered at the same

position of input.Bias parameters may be applied after convolution before tanh.

Another aspect of the HIM 220 involves performing down-sampling to enable neuron to have

bigger receptive field. In one approach, a max pooling technique is used for down-sampling. Given

an NxN input ' * , max-pooling takes max value from each MxM subpatch as its output. A stride K

can be set so that subpatch can have an overlapping spatial locality.

Yet, another aspect of the HIM 220 involves performing up-sampling. In one approach, the up-

sampling is performed by adding redundancy. Up-sampling pads response map in a rougher scale to

make it fit in to a finer scale. For example, 2x2 up-sampling may be defined as followed:

Further, another aspect of the HFM 220 involves generating pixel-wise label maps directly. In

one approach, softmax and maximum log-likelihood as a loss function may be used to generate label

maps as followed:



where is the supervise signal, which is a labeling that only correct category for L in 1...Lout has

value 1, others with value 0 . Here W and H represent the width and height of output label

respectively.Preferably, the aggregator 480 will apply a softmax, and calculate loss function using log

likelihood.

Operation of Face Parsing

Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a method of parsing a face image, according to one embodiment.

The face parsing module 1 0 employs one or more HIMs for generating representations of face images.

The face parsing module 120 identifies 510 estimates of locations of face parts using HIM. The face

parsing module 120 extracts 520 partial face imagesbased on the estimated locations of the partial face

images using the image extractor 230. The face parsing module 120 refines530 locations of the face

parts using additional HFMs as a second stage for eyes, eyebrows, a nose and a mouth based on the

extracted partial face images. The face parsing module 120 combines 540 the face images with

located face parts to indicate locations and/or footprints of the face parts.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram of a method of identifying locations and/or footprints of face parts.HFM

generates 610 levels of image patches from the face image. The HIM generates 620 interlinked image

patches by combining image patches associated with different levels.The interlinked image patches for

different levels m have different resolutions R(m) and the interlinked image patches for a level m are

generated from an input group m of image patches comprising (i) image patches from level n with

R(n)=R(m), and (ii) image patches from one or more levels n with R(n)≠R(m), where such image

patches have been resampled to resolution R(m). Preferably, interlinked image patches for a level m

from an input group m of image patches that includes (i) image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m),

(ii) image patches, if any, from the level n with the next higher resolution than R(m), and the level n



with the next lower resolution than R(m). The HIM identifies 630 a location and/or footprint of a face

part by combining the interlinked image patches and generating one or more binary label maps.

Simulation Results

In order to verify the performance of the face recognition system 100 and the face parsing module

120, different image parsing approaches including max-pooling fully-connected (MPFC), a pure

convolutional tanh (TANH), a hierarchical CNN without interlinked multiscale (HNOIM), and the face

parsing module 1 0 including the HIM 220 are tested.

For comparison, 2330 face images from Helen database are applied.The 2330 face images are

separated into 3 groups, 2000 images for training, 230 for validation/tuning, and 100 for testing.

Because annotation in Helen database is landmark-based, images in the Helen database are resized and

modified to be roughly aligned on pixel-level ground truth data for better comparison. For the

comparison, ground truth eye, eyebrow, nose, inside mouth, upper lip and lower lip segments are

automatically generated by using the manually-annotated contours as segment boundaries.

Figure 7 illustrates examples of original images and ground truth processed images with identified

face parts for comparison. Original images 710 from the Helen database are shownin a top row,and

ground truth images720 with identified face parts are shown in a bottom row.The images in the top row

have dot markers around each component contour. These dots are in a predefined order that mark eye,

eyebrow, etc. The ground truth images in the bottom row are processed to link these dots softly to

generate pixel-wise label areas.

For every image in training set and tuning set, a patch image of each component is extracted.

Preferably, patches images are sized in 64x64 pixelsto include one of eyebrow, eye, and nose in dataset,

and 80x80 pixels to include a mouth.

To prevent overfitting and enhance the face parsing module 120, data argumentation is applied. A

random ±15 -degree rotation, random 0.9-l.lx scaling, and random ±10 pixel shifting in every direction

is applied each time when a patch image is selected as an input.

Figure 8 illustrates image patches including one of identified face parts obtained by various

methods for comparisons. The first column includes image patches of ground truth including a nose,

eyebrow, eye, and an upper lip. The second column includes image patches with components

identified using MPFC. The third column includes image patches with components identified using



TANH. The fourth column includes image patches with components identified using HNOIM. The

fifth column includes image patches with components identified using HIM, as described above.

MPFC, TANH and HNOFM are alternate approaches.

As illustrated in Figure 8, despite MPFC captures global characteristic well, MPFC performs

poorly at shading, non-rigid transformation and unseen large deformations. In contrast, TANH and

HNOFM focus more on local appearances, but lack in integration of global characteristic. TANH and

HNOFM have random noise at random places in the response, unlike the MPFC model. As a result,

TANH and HNOFM yield poor identification of components. HFM (the approach described above)

utilizes good balance between global characteristic and local appearance, thereby achievingexcellent

results close to ground truth in the first column.

In Table 1, F 1-score ofMPFC, TANH, HNOFM and HFM on image patches are listed. As

indicated in Table 1, HFM outperforms MPFC, TANH and HNOFM in identifying an eyebrow, eye,

nose, and upper lip. HNOFM performs slightly better than HFM in identifying an inner mouth and

lower lip. Nevertheless, HFM still performs well for the inner mouth and lower lip.

Table 1.The F l -score comparison of each model on each component

Model Eyebrow Eye Nose Upper lip In mouth Lower lip

MPFC 0.812 0.875 0.930 0.662 0.786 0.798
TANH 0.723 0.794 0.920 0.636 0.681 0.726
HNOFM 0.717 0.854 0.919 0.729 0.842 0.842
HFM 0.S77 0.S94 0.961 0.77S 0 836 0 833

Figure 9 illustrates face images with identified face parts obtained by various methods with a

conventional landmarking.Theconventionallandmarking is used in place of the estimation HFM 220 to

locate face parts for comparingthe performance ofMPFC, TANH, HNOFM, and HFM. Image 910 is a

result obtained by MPFC, image 920 is a result obtained by TANH, image 930 is a result obtained by

HNOFM, and image 940 is a result obtained by HFM.

In Table 2, F l -score ofMPFC, TANH, HNOFM and HFM with the conventional landmarking

face images are listed.HFM produces impressing result as shown in Figure 9 .

Table 2 .The Fl -score comparison of each model on each component with a conventional landmarking.

Model Eyebrow Eye Nose Upper lip In mouth Lower lip Overall

MPFC 0.73 0.84 0.80 0.67 0.75 0.74 0.772
TANH 0.76 0.69 0.88 0.57 0.55 0.64 0.741
HNOFM 0.70 0.81 0.80 0.49 0.58 0.57 0.708
HFM 0.82 0.88 0.92 0.75 0.83 0.80 0.858



Figure 10 illustrates face images with identified face parts obtained by the face parsing module

120. Original images 1010 from the Helen database are shown in a top row, and images 1020 with

identified face parts are shown in a bottom row.

As illustrated in Figure 10, the face parsing module 120 with FflMs perform well at capturing the

complex shape of eyebrows, the nose ridge and the highly deformable lips. The face parsing module

120 do not need any preprocessing, and the head location and rough segmentation is automatically

obtained in the estimating FflM 220.

Although the detailed description contains many specifics, these should not be construed as

limiting the scope of the invention but merely as illustrating different examples and aspects of the

invention. It should be appreciated that the scope of the invention includes other embodiments not

discussed in detail above. For example, the principles disclosed in the FflM 220 or the face parsing

module 120 can also be applied to other areas or objects besides face recognition and representation,

for example parsing other types of images. Various other modifications, changes and variations

which will be apparent to those skilled in the art may be made in the arrangement, operation and details

of the method and apparatus of the present invention disclosed herein without departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims. Therefore, the scope of the invention

should be determined by the appended claims and their legal equivalents.

In alternate embodiments, the invention is implemented in computer hardware, firmware, software,

and/or combinations thereof. Apparatus of the invention can be implemented in a computer program

product tangibly embodied in a machine-readable storage device for execution by a programmable

processor; and method steps of the invention can be performed by a programmable processor executing

a program of instructions to perform functions of the invention by operating on input data and

generating output. The invention can be implemented advantageously in one or more computer

programs that are executable on a programmable system including at least one programmable processor

coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a data storage

system, at least one input device, and at least one output device. Each computer program can be

implemented in a high-level procedural or object-oriented programming language, or in assembly or

machine language if desired; and in any case, the language can be a compiled or interpreted language.

Suitable processors include, by way of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors.

Generally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a read-only memory and/or a random

access memory. Generally, a computer will include one or more mass storage devices for storing data



files; such devices include magnetic disks, such as internal hard disks and removable disks; magneto-

optical disks; and optical disks. Storage devices suitable for tangibly embodying computer program

instructions and data include all forms of non-volatile memory, including by way of example

semiconductor memory devices, such as EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic

disks such as intemal hard disks and removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM disks.

Any of the foregoing can be supplemented by, or incorporated in, ASICs (application-specific

integrated circuits) and other forms of hardware.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for parsing an image into components, the system comprising:

a hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural network (HIM) for locating the

components from the image, the HIM comprising:

a level generator configured to receive the image and to generate N levels of image patches

from the image, N>2, wherein the image patches for different levels n have different

resolutions R(n) and the image patches for a level n are generated from the image

resampled to resolution R(n);

an interlinked combiner configured to receive the N levels of image patches from the level

generator and to generate M levels of interlinked image patches from the N levels of

image patches, 2<M<N, wherein the interlinked image patches for different levels m

have different resolutions R(m) and the interlinked image patches for a level m are

generated from an input group m of image patches comprising (i) image patches from

level n with R(n)=R(m), and (ii) image patches from one or more levels n with

R(n)≠R(m) where such image patches have been resampled to resolution R(m); and

an aggregator configured to locate the components by combining the M levels of interlinked

image patches.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the level generator generates the image patches for a level n by

performing convolution and nonlinear transformation on the image resampled to resolution R(n).

3 . The system of claim 1, wherein interlinked combiner generates the interlinked image patches for a

level m by performing convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group m of image

patches.

4 . The system of claim 1, wherein the aggregator is configured to receive the M levels of interlinked

image patches and to generate L levels of output image patches, L<M, wherein the output image

patches for different levels 1have different resolutions R(l), each R(l) corresponding to one of the

R(m), and the output image patches for a level 1are generated from an input group 1of image patches

comprising (i) interlinked image patches from level m with R(m)=R(l), and (ii) output image patches

from one or more levels with resolution less than R(l) where such output image patches have been

resampled to resolution R(l).



5 . The system of claim 4, wherein the aggregator generates the output image patches for a level 1by

performing convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group 1of image patches.

6 . The system of claim 4, wherein the aggregator locates the components based on the output image

patches of highest resolution.

7 . The system of claim 1, wherein M=N and L=M-1 .

8 . The system of claim 7, wherein level n=l has a resolution R(n=l) that is the same as the resolution

of the image, and every other level n has a resolution R(n) that is down-sampled by a constant factor

relative to the preceding level n-1 with resolution R(n-l).

9 . The system of claim 8, wherein the constant factor is a down-sampling of 2 or less.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the level generator generates more image patches for levels n with

lower resolutions R(n).

11. The system of claim 7, wherein the interlinked combiner generates interlinked image patches for a

level m from an input group m of image patches consisting of (i) image patches from level n with

R(n)=R(m), (ii) image patches, if any, from the level n with the next higher resolution than R(m), and

the level n with the next lower resolution than R(m), where such image patches have been resampled to

resolution R(m).

12. The system of claim 7, wherein the aggregator generates output image patches for a level 1from an

input group 1of image patches consisting of (i) interlinked image patches from level m with R(m)=R(l),

and (ii) output image patches from the level m with next lower resolution than R(l) where such output

image patches have been resampled to resolution R(l).

13. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a second stage of hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural networks configured to

receive the component locations produced by the HIM, each hierarchical interlinked

multiscale convolutional neural network in the second stage configured to further refine the

location and/or footprint of one of said components.

14. The system of claim 1, wherein the image is a face image and the components are face components

including an eye, an eyebrow, a nose and a mouth.



15. The system of claim 14, wherein the aggregator produces binary label maps indicating locations of

the face components.

16. The system of claim 14, further comprising:

a second stage of hierarchical interlinked multiscale convolutional neural networks configured to

receive the face component locations produced by the HIM, at least one of the hierarchical

interlinked multiscale convolutional neural networks in the second stage configured to

further refine the location and/or footprint of the eye, of the nose and of the mouth,

respectively.

17. The system of claim 16, further comprising:

an image extractor coupled between the HIM and the second stage, the image extractor for

extracting face component images based on the face image and the locations of the face

components produced by the HTM, the extracted face component images provided to the

second stage.

18. The system of claim 14, further comprising:

an output generator configured to overlay the locations of the face components on the face image.

19. The system of claim 1, wherein:

M=N and L=M-1;

level n=l has a resolution R(n=l) that is the same as the resolution of the image, and every other

level n has a resolution R(n) that is down-sampled by a constant factor of 2 or less relative to

the preceding level n-1 with resolution R(n-l);

the level generator generates the image patches for a level n by performing convolution and

nonlinear transformation on the image resampled to resolution R(n), and the level generator

generates more image patches for levels n with lower resolutions R(n);

the interlinked combiner generates the interlinked image patches for a level m by performing

convolution and nonlinear transformation on the input group m of image patches consisting

of (i) image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m), (ii) image patches, if any, from the level n

with the next higher resolution than R(m), and the level n with the next lower resolution than

R(m), where such image patches have been resampled to resolution R(m);

the aggregator is configured to receive the M levels of interlinked image patches and to generate L

levels of output image patches, L<M, wherein the output image patches for different levels 1



have different resolutions R(l), each R(l) corresponding to one of the R(m), and the output

image patches for a level 1are generated by performing convolution and nonlinear

transformation on an input group 1of image patches consisting of (i) interlinked image

patches from level m with R(m)=R(l), and (ii) output image patches from the level m with

next lower resolution than R(l) where such output image patches have been resampled to

resolution R(l); and

the aggregator locates the components based on the output image patches of highest resolution.

20. A method for parsing an image into components, the method comprising:

generating N levels of image patches from the image, N>2, wherein the image patches or different

levels n have different resolutions R(n) and the image patches for a level n are generated

from the image resampled to resolution R(n);

generating M levels of interlinked image patches from the N levels of image patches, 2<M<N,

wherein the interlinked image patches for different levels m have different resolutions R(m)

and the interlinked image patches for a level m are generated from an input group m of

image patches comprising (i) image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m), and (ii) image

patches from one or more levels n with R(n)≠R(m) where such image patches have been

resampled to resolution R(m); and

locating the components by combining the M levels of interlinked image patches.

2 1. A non-transitory computer readable medium configured to store program code, the program code

comprised of instructions for parsing an image into components, the instructions when executed by a

processor cause the processor to:

generate N levels of image patches from the image, N>2, wherein the image patches or different

levels n have different resolutions R(n) and the image patches for a level n are generated

from the image resampled to resolution R(n);

generateM levels of interlinked image patches from the N levels of image patches, 2<M<N,

wherein the interlinked image patches for different levels m have different resolutions R(m)

and the interlinked image patches for a level m are generated from an input group m of

image patches comprising (i) image patches from level n with R(n)=R(m), and (ii) image

patches from one or more levels n with R(n)≠R(m) where such image patches have been

resampled to resolution R(m); and

locate the components by combining the M levels of interlinked image patches.
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